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</tbody>
</table>

**M1 Orientation**

- Physician & Society
- Learning Community
- Clinical Skills 101

**Fundamentals of Molecular Medicine**

**Fundamentals of Cellular Medicine**

**Integrated Exam**

**Winter Break**

**Spring Break**

**Class of 2020 Intersession**

- Physician & Society 101
- P&S 101
- Learning Community
- CS 101

**Musculoskeletal-Integumentary**

**Brain, Mind & Behavior**

**Integrated Exam**

**Principles in IPCP**

**Applications in IPCP**

**Integrated Exam**

**Interviews**

- Orientation
- Physician & Society
- Learning Community
- Clinical Skills 101

- Fundamentals of Molecular Medicine
- Fundamentals of Cellular Medicine

- Integrated Exam

- Winter Break

- Spring Break

- Physician & Society 101
- P&S 101
- Learning Community
- CS 101

- Musculoskeletal-Integumentary
- Brain, Mind & Behavior

- Integrated Exam

- Principles in IPCP
- Applications in IPCP

- Interview